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Medi-Dyne Family of Brands

Blisters, chafing, rubbing, and odor can slow you down and take the fun out of any activity. 
That’s why 2Toms, with the help of a Ph.D. in surface chemistry from M.I.T, developed products 
which deliver the most technologically advanced blister, chafing, moisture and odor prevention 
available – so you can focus on doing what you love.

When Medi-Dyne looked to deliver the best support available, we turned to leading podiatrists. 
Tuli’s design scientifically replicates the cellular pattern naturally found in your feet to maximize 
shock absorption. We use the longest-lasting and best performing materials available so we 
can confidently back them with industry-leading warranties. Nothing works better or lasts 
longer than your Tuli’s!

Shock Absorbers for your Feet™

Products for Active Lifestyles™

Designed by an orthotist, the Cho-Pat Original Knee Strap helped revolutionize the treatment 
of knee disorders. For over 30 years, Cho-Pat has worked with medical professionals, includ-
ing those at the Mayo Clinic®, to provide products which provide the unique combination of 
support and freedom of movement. This combination has become the hallmark of the brand. 
Cho-Pat products come in multiple sizes, delivering the exact fit needed for support and heal-
ing.

In physical therapy clinics, gyms, homes, and on sidelines around the world you’ll find 
Medi-Dyne’s well-recognized stretching products: ProStretch, CoreStretch, StretchRite and 
RangeRoller. These easy-to-use devices facilitate the strength and flexibility critical to the 
long-term healing that keeps people moving.

Shield Yourself ™



fitted

Classic Heel Cups™

Heavy Duty Heel Cups™ 

Tuli’s patented multi-cell, multi-layer “waffle” design absorbs 
shock and returns impact energy just like the system naturally 
found in your feet.

Upon impact, Tuli’s waffle design collapses and even rotates with 
the normal motion of your foot to absorb the shock of walking and 
running.  And just like a spring, Tuli’s returns that energy back for 
maximum performance. Lifetime warranty.

Twice as thick as Tuli’s Classic Heel Cups, Tuli’s Heavy Duty 
Heel Cups offer maximum performance and protection when 
you need it the most. Lifetime warranty.

10010  Tuli’s Classic Heel Cups - Regular

10020  Tuli’s Classic Heel Cups - Large

10211 Tuli’s Heavy Duty Heel Cups - Small

10212 Tuli’s Heavy Duty Heel Cups - Regular

10214 Tuli’s Heavy Duty Heel Cups - Large

Tuli’s Cheetahs are a dynamic combination of Tuli’s Heel Cups’ 
shock absorbing technology and the comfort and reinforcement of 
lightweight neoprene ankle support. Tuli’s Cheetahs provide 
“barefoot” feeling and comfort, which is ideal for many athletes 
including gymnasts and dancers.  Cheetahs are helpful for those 
with shin splints and tired or swollen ankles. One year warranty.

10220 Cheetahs Fitted - Up to 7.5”

10225 Cheetahs Fitted - 7.5” — 8.5“

10230 Cheetahs Fitted - 8.5” — 9.5“

10240 Cheetahs Fitted - 9.5” — 10.5“

10250 Cheetahs Fitted - 10.5” and up

Cheetahs®

FITTED (Youth)
— Measure circumference of instep (around the arch of the foot)

10260 Cheetahs Velcro - One Size Fits All (Adult)

one size fits all

Best in:
All shoe styles
Choose for:
Walking
Added cushioning
Plantar fasciitis

Best in:
Athletic shoes
Cleats
Work boots
More spacious lace-up shoe
Choose for:
Plantar fasciitis
Achilles tendonitis
Sever’s disease
Shin splints

Best for:
Barefoot support
Gymnasts and dancers
Choose for:
Heel pain
Shin splints
Weak ankles
Ankle rehab
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Heel Supports
Made in the USA
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Heel Supports
Made in the USA

10300 Polar Bears - Regular

10310 Polar Bears - Large 

TuliGEL™ Classic Heel Cups™

TuliGEL™ Heavy Duty 
Heel Cups™

Polar Bears™ 

Dual Density Heel Cups™

All of the shock absorption of our popular Classic Heel Cups with 
the softness of TuliGEL makes the Classic Gel Heel Cups flexible 
enough for any shoe and perfect for sufferers of acute or 
post-surgical pain. Lifetime warranty.

The conditions of heel spurs and Plantar fasciitis are often 
confused, but we understand the difference. Tuli’s brand Polar 
Bears Dual Density Heel Cups were developed for the true heel 
spur sufferer.  The strategically placed blue shock-absorbing waffles 
inside a ring of soft TuliGel acts as a cradle, babying your heel, 
while it distributes pressure to the outer edges of your heel – away 
from the injured area. One year warranty.

10215 TuliGEL Classic Heel Cups - Regular

10216 TuliGEL Classic Heel Cups - Large

10219 TuliGEL Heavy Duty Heel Cups - Small  

10217 TuliGEL Heavy Duty Heel Cups - Regular

10218 TuliGEL Heavy Duty Heel Cups - Large

The maximum performance and protection of a Tuli’s® Heavy Duty 
Heel Cup meets the suppleness and flexibility of gel.  Twice as thick 
as the Tuli’s Classic Gel Heel Cups, TuliGEL Heavy Duty Heel Cups 
perform better in athletic shoes or more spacious lace-up shoes.
Lifetime warranty.

Best in:
Athletic shoes without socks
Shoes in which extra comfort or extra cushion is needed
Choose for:
Rehabilitation/post-surgical heel cushioning
Relieving or preventing Plantar fasciitis

Best in:
All shoe styles
Choose for:
Heel spurs

Best in:
All shoe styles
Choose for:
Post-surgical heel cushioning
Increased comfort without socks



Gaitors® 3/4 Length Supports

Full Length Gaitors®

Tuli’s unique waffle cushion design extends all the way into the 
“heel spur zone” to guard against further inflammation and stress.  
The thin rigid arch provides support without overcrowding your 
shoe and can be adjusted by your medical professional for a 
custom fit. Gaitors give you maximum protection against blisters 
and odors. One year warranty.

10515 Tuli’s Full Length Gaitors - Small

10525 Tuli’s Full Length Gaitors - Medium

10535 Tuli’s Full Length Gaitors - Large 

10545 Tuli’s Full Length Gaitors - XLarge 

10510 Tuli’s 3/4 Length Gaitors - Small

10520 Tuli’s 3/4 Length Gaitors - Medium

10530 Tuli’s 3/4 Length Gaitors - Large

10540 Tuli’s 3/4 Length Gaitors - XLarge

DiamondBacks®

Diamondbacks can make almost any shoe comfortable. The 
unique design of the Diamondbacks unites a cushioned heel with 
effective arch support to create the perfect balance of support and 
comfort. One year warranty.

10710 Tuli’s DiamondBacks - Small

10720 Tuli’s DiamondBacks - Medium

10730 Tuli’s DiamondBacks - Large

Best in:
Most shoe styles
Choose for:
Plantar fasciitis
Fallen arches
Arch support

Best in:
Most shoe styles
Choose for:
Plantar fasciitis
Fallen arches
Arch support

Best in:
More spacious shoes
Athletic shoes
Choose for:
Combined arch support 
and metatarsal padding
Plantar fasciitis
Fallen arches
Full arch suport

Arch Supports

The full-length version of our popular Gaitors incorporates a full-
size metatarsal pad and a complete layer of Poron® for support, 
comfort and protection from heel to toe. One year warranty.
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Made in the USA
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10400 Tuli’s RoadRunners - X-Small

10410 Tuli’s RoadRunners - Small

10420 Tuli’s RoadRunners - Medium

10430 Tuli’s RoadRunners - Large

10440 Tuli’s RoadRunners - X-Large

10213 Tuli’s EnergyTracks - Small

10040 Tuli’s EnergyTracks - Regular

10060 Tuli’s EnergyTracks - Large

10030 Tuli’s Personal Fatigue Mats - One Size Fits All

RoadRunners®

EnergyTracks™

Personal Fatigue Mats™

A premium replacement insole that actually stores and releases 
impact energy.  Combining Tuli's unique waffle design and a 
specially formulated polyurethane and Poron® material, RoadRun-
ners can improve physical performance while protecting your feet 
and body from shock as well as reducing fatigue.The built-in arch 
stabilizer provides superior support. One year warranty.  

Thin enough to fit in any shoe, Tuli’s Personal Fatigue Mats use 
shock absorbing waffles and TuliGEL to relieve foot fatigue from 
heel to toe.  Simply trim to fit using the provided sizing guide and 
you will have your own personal shock-absorbing mat wherever you 
stand or go. Lifetime warranty.

Tuli’s Energy Tracks combine the waffle design and TuliGEL to 
provide shock absorption from heel to toe.   Additionally, Energy 
Tracks incorporate a thicker heel for added heel strike protection 
and heightened medial and lateral edges for added stability.   
Energy Tracks can be trimmed to fit with the provided sizing guide 
and are perfect for those who stand and walk for long periods. 
Lifetime warranty.

Best in:
“Heavy walking jobs” work shoes
Choose for:
All day comfort
Sore, tired, or aching feet

Best in:
Athletic shoes
Spacious shoes or boots
Choose for:
Sport replacement insoles
“Heavy walking jobs” 
Work shoes
Sore, tired, or aching feet

Best in:
All shoe styles
Choose for:
“On your Feet All Day” work shoes
Sore, tired, or aching feet

Insoles



Foot Pads

Best in:
Closed heel shoes
High heels
Choose for:
Heel pain

Best in:
Closed toe shoes
Choose for:
Morton’s neuroma
Ball of foot pain
High-heel comfort

Best in:
Sandals
Flip-flops
Open heel/Open toe shoes
High heels
Choose for:
Morton’s neuroma
Ball of foot pain
Heel pain

Metatarsal Cushions™

SoftMoves™

Tuli’s Metatarsal Cushions offer maximum shock absorption for 
the balls of your feet with a combination of the waffle design and 
TuliGEL material.   Because of their unique design Tuli’s 
Metatarsal Cushions do not need adhesive to stay in place and 
lift out easily for use in multiple pairs of shoes. Tuli’s Metatarsal 
Cushions can be trimmed to fit. Lifetime warranty.

A shock absorbing foot care product that gives you the freedom 
to wear any kind of shoe. SoftMoves have an exclusive design 
that allows them to stay put in the precise location you need 
them without falling, sliding or moving.

The pliable, transparent SoftMoves Heel Pads provide the 
extra-shock absorption needed in any shoe and the unique 
design allows you to place them directly onto your heel or shoe 
so relief is provided exactly where you need it.

SM00010 SoftMoves Heel Pad - One Size Fits All

10070 Tuli’s Metatarsal Cusions - One Size Fits All

Ball-of-Foot Pads

Heel Pads

Pamper that sensitive ball of foot area with the invisible support 
and superior cushioning of SoftMoves Ball-of-Foot Pads. The 
soothing fixi-gel pad can be placed directly onto your foot or shoe 
to ensure a comfortable fit. The perfect year-round sandal and 
shoe accessory.

SM00020 SoftMoves Ball-of-Foot Pads - One Size Fits All

Heel Fatigue Mats™

Tuli's Heel Fatigue Mats are the perfect shock absorbing 
solution for shoes that don't have the room to accommodate a 
large insole. One-size-fits-all, easy trim-to-fit sizing takes away 
the guesswork of fitting your favorite shoe. Lifetime warranty.

10080 Tuli’s Heel Fatigue Mats - One Size Fits All
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Stretching
Made in the USA

Choose For:
Up to 250 lbs

S00051 Wooden ProStretch - Single

S00052 Wooden ProStretch - Double 

ProStretch® Plus

ProStretch® 
& StepStretch®

Wooden ProStretch®

For over 20 years, the ProStretch has been the favorite of profes-
sional athletes, athletic trainers, and physical therapists worldwide.  
Now the ProStretch Plus delivers a technological advancement that 
makes stretching calves, hamstrings, Plantar fascia and toes easier 
and more effective for everyone.

The unique adjustable heel rest allows you to customize your 
stretch by increasing or decreasing the degree of stretch, enabling 
the user to “progress their stretch” as they become stronger and 
more flexible.

Our exclusive removable toe lift delivers maximum toe and Plantar 
fascia stretch -- perfect for engaging the entire interconnective 
chain of the lower leg for unparalleled results.

It’s engineered to be stronger and lighter, making it even more 
portable. Its larger, continuous platform provides increased comfort 
and stability for up to size 14 shoe. One year warranty.
Instructional video available on our website.

25% larger to accommodate shoe sizes 14 – 21. Excellent for use in 
fitness clubs, locker rooms, sidelines, and for larger shoe sizes. One 
year warranty. Instructional video on website.  

The original ProStretch and StepStretch allow you to exercise 
each leg individually or both legs simultaneously to improve 
flexibility and alleviate injuries to the lower leg. Fits adult shoes up 
to size 13. One year warranty. Instructional video available on web. 

S01001 ProStretch Plus

S00011 ProStretch - Single

S00021 ProStretch - Double

S00100 StepStretch - Single (green)

S00200 StepStretch - Double (green)

Choose
Up to 2

n
e 

Best for:
Calves
Plantar fasciitis   
Achilles 
tendonitis
Hamstrings
Toes

Best for:
Calves
Plantar fasciitis   
Achilles 
tendonitis
Hamstrings
Toes

Best for:
Calves
Plantar fasciitis   
Achilles 
tendonitis
Hamstrings
Toes

Choose For:
Large shoe sizes
Customized stretching
Advanced Plantar
fascia stretch
Up to 300 lbs

Choose For:
Over 300 lbs
Team use
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Best for:
Calves
Quads/IT Band
Shoulders
Hamstrings
Hip Flexors
Back

Stretching & Massaging
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CoreStretch®

StretchRite®

RangeRoller™

The back is the core of our skeletal and muscular system, and 
its health is vital to our body’s overall performance.  CoreStretch 
was designed to use the body’s natural traction to safely stretch 
the back, shoulders and legs better than traditional and 
conventional methods. The unique design elongates the back, 
stretching the muscles, tendons and ligaments not only in your 
back, but also those that work in conjunction with the back, 
helping to minimize back pain and make the muscles in your 
back, hips, hamstings, and thighs strong and flexible. One year 
warranty.  Instructional video available on our website.

Used by everyone from collegiate and professional athletes to 
arthritis sufferers and weekend gardeners, StretchRite is the 
patented tool that makes stretching more effective, comfortable, 
and fun! The key is in the ergonomically designed handgrips that 
allow you to stretch comfortably, increase your range of motion 
in stages, and visually monitor your progress.  See significant 
improvement in flexibility and balance in just minutes a day! One 
year warranty.   Instructional video available on our website.

The innovative multi-layer massage therapy roller with a range of 
possibilities.  RangeRoller’s exclusive Trigger Treads™ enable 
you to reach deep—massaging both outer and inner layers of 
muscle and connective tissue to increase circulation, relieve 
knots, warm muscles, eliminate scar tissue and improve overall 
performance. Available in custom colors. One year warranty. 
Instructional video available on our website.    

SR00011BW StretchRite - Blue and White

SR00011PY StretchRite - Purple and Yellow

ROL00021  RangeRoller Pro 16”

ROL00011  RangeRoller Original 19”

ROL00031  RangeRoller XL 25”

CS00011 CoreStretch

Best for:
Back 
Hamstrings
Piriformis
Shoulders 
Hips

Best for:
Feet
Shins
Back
Calves
Hamstrings
Shoulders
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Dual Action® Knee Strap

Original Knee Strap™ 

The patented Cho-Pat Dual Action Knee Strap provides full mobility 
with the benefits of an extra dimension of relief to stabilize and 
tighten up the kneecap mechanism for painful and weakened 
knees.

The Dual Action Knee Strap applies pressure upon the patellar 
tendon below the kneecap to stabilize and tighten up the kneecap 
mechanism, improving patellar tracking and elevation and reducing 
patellar subluxation. Additional strengthening occurs by applying 
pressure on the tendon above the kneecap, reducing the forces of 
the quadriceps on the patella tendon and erosion of the undersur-
face of the kneecap. Its vast range of sizes ensures a better fit and 
maximum performance.

The Cho-Pat Original Knee Strap helped revolutionize the 
treatment of knee disorders. For over 30 years, medical profession-
als, athletes, and active adults have recommended and successful-
ly used the Original Knee Strap for reducing the pain caused by 
various knee disorders.

The Original Knee Strap dynamically supports the knee as it bends 
and straightens. Applying appropriate pressure on the tendon below 
the knee cap, the Original Knee Strap helps guide the knee cap in 
the groove, improving tracking and assisting in spreading pressure 
uniformly over the surface area. The Original Knee Strap is 
available in a range of sizes to ensure a better fit and maximum 
performance.

CPOKS Cho-Pat Original Knee Strap

Available in Black or Tan

XS, S, M, LG, XL, XXL

CPDAKS Cho-Pat Dual Action Knee Strap

Available in Black or Tan

XS (Black Only), S, M, LG, XL, XXL (Black Only)

Knee Supports

Best for:
All-around knee support

Best for:
Runners knee
Jumpers knee
Osgood Schlatters disease
Patellar tendonitis
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Counter Force Knee Wrap™

The patented, fabric-covered neoprene Cho-Pat Counter Force 
Knee Wrap provides support and warmth to the knee, helping to 
alleviate patellar pain while still allowing full mobility.  Easy to apply 
and adjust, this effective and functional wrap provides stability and 
helps maintain position.

Patellar Kneecap Stabilizer™

The Cho-Pat Patellar (Kneecap) Stabilizer applies constant pressure 
to the joint providing effective symptomatic relief of acute and chronic 
pain.

This fabric-covered neoprene support improves lateral and medial 
reinforcement for weak and arthritic knees. Four enclosed, firm 
plastic tubes buttress the kneecap, providing significant support while 
effectively limiting mobility to reduce patellar subluxation and 
degeneration and providing protection and promote healing. 

CPPKS Cho-Pat Patellar Kneecap Stabilizer

Available in Black

XS, S, M, LG, XL (specify left or right when ordering)

CPCKW Cho-Pat Counter Force Knee Wrap

Available in Black

XS, S, M, LG, XL, XXL, XXXL

Knee Compression Sleeve™

The Cho-Pat Knee Compression Sleeve combines warmth, 
compression, and reinforcement to help reduce pain and discomfort 
and enhance healing. The four-way stretch material allows the 
sleeve to anatomically contour for maximum fit, comfort, and 
effectiveness. The knit material is breathable and facilitates the 
movement of moisture away from the skin. Does not contain 
neoprene or latex.

CPKCS Cho-Pat Knee Compression Sleeve

Available in Black S, M, LG, XL

Knee Supports
Made in the USA

Best for:
Maximum knee support

Best for:
Increasing stability due to arthritis or 
knee degeneration

Best for:
Comfortably fitting under clothing
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Dynamic Knee Compression™

Dynamic Ankle Compression™ 

The Cho-Pat Dynamic Knee Compression Sleeve offers a 
breathable, comfortable, light-weight, knitted compression sleeve 
that combines warmth, compression and support to reduce pain, 
discomfort, and promote circulation and healing.  The four-way 
stretch material and proprietary design lessen uncomfortable 
pressure, improve fit, and prevent bunching or pinching.

The exclusive, fabric-covered, silicone-padded insert fits around the 
kneecap to help prevent drifting that can reduce wear to the 
kneecap’s undersurface. Flexible, fabric-covered stainless-steel 
stays inserted at the medial and lateral aspects of the sleeve keep 
it from rolling or bunching.

The unique closure of the Cho-Pat Dynamic Ankle Compression 
Sleeve provides a support sleeve that is easy to put on and take off.  
Perfect for providing support without having to yank or pull, the 
Dynamic Ankle Compression Sleeve delivers everything you need 
and more from an ankle compression sleeve:  warmth, compression, 
silicone mallelous support pads, improved circulation, and 
ease-of-use. 

Anatomically contoured to the configuration of the ankle for an 
accurate fit, it is available in multiple sizes for more effective results. 

CPVAC Cho-Pat Dynamic Ankle Compression Sleeve

Available in Black S, M, LG, XL

CPDKS Cho-Pat Dynamic Knee Compression Sleeve

Available in Black XS, S, M, LG, XL, XXL

Ankle Compression Sleeve™

Cho-Pat’s Ankle Compression Sleeve combines warmth, compres-
sion, and reinforcement to help reduce pain and discomfort in the 
ankle and enhance healing. It helps to maintain body warmth, 
improve blood circulation, and give support to the ankle – all of 
which play a role in recovery. The four-way stretch material is 
anatomically contoured for maximum fit, comfort, and effectiveness. 
The knit is breathable and facilitates the movement of moisture away 
from the skin. Does not contain neoprene or latex.

CPACS Cho-Pat Ankle Compression Sleeve

Available in Black S, M, LG, XL

Knee & Ankle Compression
Made in the USA

Best for:
Compression with added 
patellar stabilizer + steel
inserts added for support

Best for:
Compression with added 
side gel pads for maximum 
support

Best for:
Compression with
the slimmest fit
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Thigh Compression Sleeve™

The Cho-Pat Thigh Compression Sleeve delivers support, reduces 
pain, provides warmth and promotes healing. The four-way stretch 
material uniformly conforms to the thigh while providing comfort-
able, lightweight, breathable support. Does not contain neoprene or 
latex. Available in four sizes to provide comfortable fit and maximum 
results. 

CPTCS Cho-Pat Thigh Compression Sleeve

Available in Black S, M, LG, XL

Calf Compression Sleeve™

The Cho-Pat Calf Compression Sleeve combines warmth, 
compression, and reinforcement to help reduce pain and discomfort, 
control fluid build-up, and improve circulation to enhance healing. 
The four-way stretch material provides contoured support and 
breathability. This light-weight knit is breathable and facilitates the 
movement of moisture away from the skin. Does not contain 
neoprene or latex.  

CPCCS Cho-Pat Calf Compression Sleeve

Available in Black S, M, LG

Shin Splint Sleeve™

Designed and evaluated by medical professionals, the Cho-Pat Shin 
Splint Sleeve alleviates pain and discomfort associated with shin 
splints by providing gentle compression forces while firmly support-
ing the lower leg muscles and soft tissue.  The sleeve also helps to 
stimulate circulation and maintain warmth to control fluid build-up. 
Two fabric-covered foam core straps comfortably and effectively act 
as shock absorbers reducing micro trauma to the tendon and helping 
to maintain proper position.  Easily adjustable and can comfortably 
be worn under athletic socks.

CPSSS Cho-Pat Shin Splint Sleeve

Available in Black or White   S, M, LG

Leg Compression
Made in the USA

Best for:
Tight hamstrings
IT band syndrome
Tight quadraceps

Best for:
Tight/sore calves
Improving circulation

Best for:
Shin splints
Reducing tendon strain
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ITB Strap™

The Cho-Pat I.T.B. Strap applies compression at the point of pain to 
help relieve the discomfort of iliotibial band syndrome. The strap 
uses compression to help prevent the snapping or friction of the 
iliotibial band, allowing the healing process to begin.

CPITB Cho-Pat ITB Strap

Available in Tan

XS, S, M, LG, XL

Achilles Tendon Strap™

Developed in cooperation with the Mayo Clinic®, the Cho-Pat 
Achilles Tendon Strap helps alleviate the pain and discomfort 
associated with Achilles tendonitis. The Cho-Pat® Achilles Tendon 
Strap applies adjustable pressure and consistent support to reduce 
stress and alleviate the pain and discomfort of Achilles tendonitis. 
Available in multiple sizes for a more specific fit and more effective 
results. 

CPATS Cho-Pat Achilles Tendon Strap

Available in Black

S, M, LG

Wrist Support™

The Cho-Pat Wrist Support diminishes stress or pressure incurred 
at the hand and wrist that could telescope up the forearm and lead 
to forearm tendonitis or tennis elbow.

The unique pressure pad provides targeted support and precise 
pain relief while still allowing flexibility. SoftAction™ fabric provides 
lasting comfort for all-day wear. This breathable strap offers the 
perfect alternative to neoprene.

CPWSS Cho-Pat Wrist Support

Available in Tan XS, S, M, LG, XL

Developed in Cooperation 
with the MAYO CLINIC®  

Specialty Straps
Made in the USA

Best for:
IT band syndrome

Best for:
Achilles tendonitis

Best for:
Carpal tunnel
Weak wrists
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Golfer’s Elbow Support™

Designed in cooperation with the MAYO Clinic®, the Cho-Pat 
Golfer’s Elbow Support applies medially prescribed pressure to the 
forearm to stabilize muscles, minimize stress, alleviate pain, and 
promote healing. This adjustable, light-weight, and durable support 
provides the perfect fit for all-day wear.

CPGES  Cho-Pat Golfer’s Elbow Support

Available in Black S, M, LG, XL

Tennis Elbow Support™

The Cho-Pat Tennis Elbow Support is designed to secure and support 
forearm muscles and tendons that are over-used or strained during 
athletic, leisure, or work activities. The strap delivers targeted forearm 
support while it absorbs and disperses the pain-causing forces to 
relieve stress, decrease vibration, and reduce inflammation. The 
unique, reinforced pressure pad molds to your forearm for perfect fit.

CPTES Cho-Pat Tennis Elbow Support

Available in Tan       S, M, LG, XL

Upper Arm Strap™

The Cho-Pat Upper Arm Strap prevents the pulling and tearing of 
tendons and fibers in the upper arm.  This waterproof support is 
recommended for swimmers and other sports enthusiasts who may 
develop painful biciptal or triciptal tendonitis.

CPUAS Cho-Pat Upper Arm Strap

Available in White     XS, S, M, LG

Bicep/Triceps Cuff™

The Cho-Pat Biceps Cuff prevents the pulling and tearing of tendon 
and muscles in bicep area. The cuff delivers targeted pain relief by 
applying dynamic circumference pressure to the upper and lower 
portions of the bicep and tricep muscles, absorbing and dispersing 
the pain-causing forces and reducing the likelihood of developing 
bicipital tendonitis/tendonosis or tricipital tendonitis.

CPBTC Cho-Pat Bicep/Triceps Cuff

Available in Black S, M, LG, XL, XXL

Developed in Cooperation 
with the MAYO CLINIC®  
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Elbow & Arm Supports
Made in the USA

Best for:
Golfer’s elbow 

Best for:
Tennis elbow

Best for:
Swimmers arm

Best for:
Reducing tendon strain
Biciptal tendonitis
Triciptal tendonitis
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ButtShield®

SOOTHING “DANGER ZONE” PROTECTION
Exclusively formulated with your “danger zones” in mind, the 
revolutionary ButtShield provides a frictionless, satin smooth surface 
that prevents chafing on the butt and groin. Unlike any other product 
available, ButtShield contains green tea extract, a natural antimicro-
bial, shea butter which creates a softer feel, as well as calendula 
and horsetail plant extract to naturally soothe the stinging that 
occurs with chafing and rashes. 

SportShield®

SportShield® for HER!

UNRIVALED CHAFING PROTECTION
SportShield delivers unrivaled protection from chafing, rubbing and 
friction. Provides a smooth, thin, invisible coating to the skin, eliminat-
ing the friction that causes blisters, chafing and irritation. SportShield 
lasts all day, performing under the most grueling conditions but is 
easily removed with soap and water. Available in roll-on and
convenient towelettes.

CHAFING PREVENTION DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR WOMEN
SportShield for Her! provides the perfect balance of chafing 
protection and comfort in a silky smooth formula that lasts all day. 
With all of the benefits of the original SportShield this moisture-rich 
protection contains aloe and shea butter to soften and soothe. 
Natural anti-microbial ingredients also help protect sensitive skin. 
Perfect for every day and sports use. Available in roll-on and 
convenient towelettes.

TT012 ButtShield - 1.5 oz roll-on

TT041 Display: 12 - 1.5 oz ButtShield

TT011 10 Pack - ButtShield towelettes

TT015 Display: 48 - ButtShield towelettes

TTO67 SportShield for HER! - 1.5 oz roll-on

TT080 Display: 12 - 1.5 oz SportShield for HER!

TT084 10 Pack - SportShield for HER! towelettes

TT082 Display: 48 - SportShield for HER! towelettes

TT005 SportShield - 1.5 oz roll-on

TT066 Display: 12 - 1.5 oz SportShield

TT010 10 Pack - SportShield towelettes

TT008 Display: 48 - Sport Shield towelettes

Chafing & 
Blister Protection

Made in the USA

Butt Shield

Best for:
Anywhere chafing or
blisters occur

Best for:
Anywhere chafing or
blisters occur
Additional skin-soothing 
ingredients

Best for:
Saddle sores
Cyclists
Sensitive areas
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Made in the USA

TT003 BlisterShield - 2.5 oz shaker

TT004 BlisterShield - 15 oz shaker

TT056 Display: 12 - BlisterShield 2.5 oz shakers

TT009 10 Pack - BlisterShield packets

TT001 Display: 48 - BlisterShield packets

Packaged in re-sealable jars, Skin-On-Skin is 
available in 2 convenient sizes.

SOS1200 Skin-On-Skin 1” squares - qty 200

SOS1048 Skin-On-Skin 3” circles - qty 48

BlisterShield®

Skin-On-Skin®

ADVANCED BLISTER PROTECTION
2Toms® advanced blister prevention technology provides unsur-
passed resistance to blisters and skin discomfort by preventing 
rubbing and friction. BlisterShield creates a waterproof barrier that 
keeps feet and hands dry all day – even in the most extreme 
conditions. Ideal for:
  Runners, cyclists & athletes
  On-your-feet occupations
  New shoes or cleats

BLISTER AND CHAFE RELIEF
Medi-Dyne's Skin-On-Skin incorporates advanced formula hydrogel 
with a soft, yet strong support mesh to provide long-lasting 
protection and flexibility second only to your own skin.

Superior cushioning and friction-reducing design helps resist 
sweating and rubbing. Skin-On-Skin hydrates and softens the skin, 
bringing instant relief for athletes, outdoor enthusiasts, or anyone 
with skin irritation.

Blister Protection

Best for:
Blister prevention

Best for:
Blister treatment
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Made in the USA

Moisture
Protection

GripShield®

TT210 GripShield - 1.5 oz bottle

TT211 Display: 12 - 1.5 oz GripShield

TT219X 10 Pack: GripShield packets

TT217 Display: 48 - GripShield packets

GRIP ENHANCER FOR HANDS
GripShield perspiration barrier enhances your ability to grip during 
physical activity, hot humid or raining conditions.

GripShield works instantly to dry your hands and keep them dry. It 
quickly dries clear and has a fresh scent. Available in a bottle or 
convenient single-use packets.
Ideal for:
■ Tennis
■ Golf
■ Baseball
■ Bowling
■ Industrial work
■ Any activity that requires a dry, firm grip

Best for:
Any activity that
requires a dry,
firm grip

FootShield™ 

TT240 FootShield - 3 oz roll-on

TT241 Display: 12 - 3 oz FootShield

MOISTURE AND ODOR PREVENTION FOR FEET
FootShield is a perspiration barrier for your feet and helps keep them 
dry and odor free. A blend of natural antifungal ingredients and 
moisturizers reduce and prevent sweaty feet, the growth of bacteria, 
athlete’s foot, blisters and smelly shoes.

FootShield works instantly to dry your feet and keep them dry. It dries 
quickly, will not rub off and has a fresh scent.
Ideal for:
■ Boat/casual shoes
■ Athletic shoes
■ Sandals
■ Any shoe with our without socks

Best for:
Moisture and odor 
control on feet
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StinkFree® Spray

TT405 StinkFree Sports Detergent - 30 oz

TT407 StinkFree Sports Detergent - 2 X 1 oz packets

TT440 Display: 48 StinkFree Sports Detergent 

  - 2 X 1 oz packets

StinkFree® Detergent

ELIMINATES ODOR CAUSED BY SWEAT
Engineered to eliminate odor in shoes, gloves, gear bags and more. 
StinkFree Spray is designed to treat the problem instead of just 
masking it! Contains no perfume. Ideal for:
  Footwear
  Athletic gear (pads, bags, gloves)
  Camping gear
  Gear and gym bags

CLEANS AND DEODORIZES APPAREL AND GEAR
Remove odor, not just mask it with StinkFree Sports Detergent. 
StinkFree detergent removes odors and stains in high performance 
athletic apparel and gear using a proprietary residue lifter and odor 
neutralizer. Restores clothing performance and breathability while 
eliminating, not masking odor.
  Contains no perfume or phosphates
  Safe on all high performance fabrics
  Residue free
  Removes sweat stains
  Does not require agitation to work
  Safe for high efficiency washing machines
  Available in travel size (2 X 1 oz packet)

TT400 StinkFree Spray - 8oz bottle

TT402 StinkFree Spray - .25oz travel bottle

TT420 Display: 12 - 8 oz StinkFree Spray bottles

Odor Eliminators
Made in the USA

Now Available in
Travel Size!

Best for:
Removing odor 
and bacteria due
to sweat
Athletic apparel
and gear
Technical fabrics

Best for:
Eliminating odor 
in athletic gear
Smelly shoes
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